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this booklet offers a brief 
on what we can expect 
from this year’s european 
architecture students  
assembly (easa), and 
provides everything 
you need to know when 
deciding to join as a 
workshop organiser/
tutor. 

please relax, make 
some tea, lay back and 
take your time reading it 
through.
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During its forty years of existence, EASA has given thousands of young architects 
the opportunity to experience architecture in many different ways. And now we 
feel that there is a need for a reality check. 

What happens to the local reality after an EASA event? Can we measure our 
impact? Where does the wood, from which we make our pavilions, come from? 
How does EASA affect me as a person? Why am I the best or the worst version 
of myself during EASA? Why can’t I keep up with being the best version of 
myself when I return home? EASA happened in an era when communication 
between faculties was tough, which is why its existence was revolutionary. What 
does EASA mean today in the era of information and hyperreality? Have we 
gotten used to being constantly dislocated, and by this dissociated from the 
local reality that has already existed and also continues to exist after the EASA 
“intervention”?

The questions above, that we have posed during our initial bidding application 
in INCM JATO 2019 in Trpejca, Macedonia, turned out to be an omen. Little did 
we know what was awaiting  the human kind in only a few months: a virus that 
invaded our species like no other before in a recent timeline.

As uncomfortable as it is to talk about an EASA event in the midst of a global 
pandemic, we still believe that as young architects we need to stay associated 
with the current state of things and reflect on it.

While exploring the theme “reality” for the needs of this publication, we re-
explored ourselves inside-out. Going down the rabbit hole was not easy, and 
sometimes the silence in our meetings was indicating a deeper thought.  The 
thoughts in our heads were not always aligned with our actions. We felt that 
we wanted more than we are able to produce. We want to do something, 
anything, to improve the situation (however naive this might sound). We feel the 
responsibility to investigate, understand and fix some of the relevant fractures of 
apparent realities.

It seems that this troublesome process of repeatingly questioning our realities 
and actions never actually stops. It shows that the road to a more radical change 
is not well-paved. This publication is just a fraction of a particular moment and 
context.

...an event without a 
script...what could 
go wrong?

introduction

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z6bMfqd7-jUISmgL-OuX66qYdf7Xi15N/view?usp=sharing
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EASA started out as a winter and summer architecture school in 1981 when it 
prompted an alternative to a strict, top-down educational system. During the 
years, it evolved from being a yearly gathering to becoming a community-led 
network outside of universities and higher education institutions.

EASA [European Architecture Students Assembly] is currently the biggest 
architecture students’ network spreading all across Europe and in recent years 
India and Latin America as well. It is a cultural platform for architecture students 
and professionals that aims to provide free exchange of thoughts, ideas, 
methods and to cultivate more radical architectural practices, across borders and 
cultures. Organised by students for students, EASA offers a unique framework 
for education, accommodating a non-institutionalized form of teaching, learning 
and exchange. As a horizontal learning process where decisions are made 
upon consensus, EASA gives a chance to experience architecture in a way 
that universities are not yet providing. It brings students to a certain context, 
defined by the location and the theme of the assembly, where they have to raise 
architectural questions themselves and investigate them through the eyes of 
all European cultures simultaneously. Being their own educators, students then 
elaborate the answers and bring them to reality. 

In that sense, EASA is not an established organization but an educational 
movement. The impact of architecture in our realities, responsibility of our role 
as architects, active engagement in our own education, experimentation, quality 
of openness, inclusivity and sustainability of our actions are some of the main 
values we focus on each year, that are set by the community.  

The main manifestation of this network is the annual assembly, in which EASA 
usually gathers around 500 students of architecture and young professionals for 
a two-week summer school, each year in a distinct location. 

With EASA being a ground for experimentation in the field of architectural 
education we decided not to postpone the assembly, but to create a new format, 
one that would socially be more responsible and doable during these times. 

01 abouteasa_what iseasa

photo: original: Alexandra Kononchenko, EASA Tourist, 2019

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kmwCxP9iyfnd2DOdDanBmcq8M_0vWNP/view?usp=sharing
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EASA is a self-driven community which operates on equality. Every student 
of architecture and young professional is given the same opportunity and 
support to join. 

There are different roles that make the EASA summer assembly happen: 
participants, tutors, helpers, guests and organisers, all of them being a part of 
their own national team. It is important to note that though people attending 
EASA have different roles, it is one community where everybody is working 
together, having fun and helping each other regardless of the role. Therefore, 
roles are not a hierarchy. They are there to remind us of one’s responsibility 
towards the others and are a way in which you choose how to contribute to the 
summer assembly. Last but not least, regardless of their initial role, it is expected 
from each person to also take over responsibilities of other roles if needed, in 
order to create a more symbiotic environment for all of us. 

Tutors

Tutors are the ones initiating, proposing and guiding the execution of workshops 
during the assembly. Therefore, they are the main target group of this booklet. 
They can be individuals or groups of up to three people. Tutors don’t have to 
be only architects or architecture students, as EASA is open to interdisciplinary 
approaches.  It is expected of tutors to have regular communication with us as 
organisers.

„the tutors ‘point is to 
become pointless. the 
learner must feel the self-
achievement. tutors job is 
to get to the point where 
the participant starts 
participating - setting 
up their own problems, 
rather than solving the 
ones set before them.“

quote: EASA Apathy booklet, made for the bidding in INCM Vitosha, EASA Estonia, 2018
photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)

01 abouteasa_community
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National Contacts

The NCs (National Contact) are the key communication link between organisers 
and participants, as well as on the relation between EASA as an international 
and a local community. They are primarily responsible for distribution of all the 
information amongst the EASA network, such as bulletins, briefs, open calls 
etc. on a national level (architecture and design schools, student groups and 
other media). However, their role is much more important than this. NC are the 
ones explaining to the newcomers the ideas and the aims of EASA as well as 
their responsibilities to the community, prior to the assembly and by being an 
example themselves during the assembly (the mood setters). Moreover, NCs 
are the ones agreeing upon every year’s EASA theme and location and by this, 
they form the future of EASA itself. Given that this year,  things are obligated to 
function differently, the role of NCs has expanded and dispersed to more than 
just two individuals. They are the ones that are encouraged to take initiative and 
curate the event on the national level, if possible. Because of that, they have the 
full support from us and they need your support as well. Do not hesitate to drop 
them an email if you have any questions!  Find the contact of your NCs here!

Participants

The biggest part of the easa community are the participants. Primarily students 
of architecture, coming from different cultures and backgrounds to seek 
knowledge beyond architecture schools. They are the most important “product” 
of the workshops. Not the pavilions, neither the publications. 

Helpers 

Helpers are the right hand of the organizers. Some of the tasks as a helper are 
working on the info point, taking care of the tool-box, helping in the kitchen, 
driving materials to workshops, tending the bar, etc. All these tasks are split into 
shifts, making sure that there is some free time to experience the event. 

Organizers

All of us, the invisible force, doing our best for you to feel welcomed and 
supported.

01 abouteasa_community

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)
previous page: original: Alexandra Kononchenko, RE:EASA, 2018

https://www.easanetwork.org/contact
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Local team 

The idea of the local team (local participants) started out as a need to have a more 
impactful event, in terms of understanding the context from a local perspective, 
making senseful interventions and also ensuring the informal continuity of the 
event in a place. They will be in touch with the tutors and everyone that wants to 
learn more about the local realities.  

Teammates

Teammates is a new term that we want to introduce to describe the core team 
of the local EASA communities. It is a result of our observations from last year’s 
experience of organizing a local event, a reaction to the online talks that have 
happened during the INCM 2020 regarding the sharing of responsibilities,and 
a way to deal with the uncertainty that these times bring. The purpose of 
Teammates is to help NCs with creating an “EASA Hotspot” in their country and 
maintain the spirit on a local/national level, since the usual EASA timeline is very 
unreliable due to the everchanging measures.
To do this, NCs are encouraged to find or be found by people within their 
country, just interested in EASA and doing something this summer, regardless 
of what the role of the teammate will eventually become (participant, helper, 
tutor, organiser). The Call for Teammates is a measure to preemptively engage 
the local EASA community and stand prepared if things change. The formation 
of the team can be through an official call organized by the NCs, or organically 
made by “people contacting people ‘’. 

Be transparent, open and contact your NCs, find them here!

01 abouteasa_community

https://www.easanetwork.org/contact
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8G4HdJbcvA&ab_channel=chlamydiachlamydia
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EASA 2021, with the connecting theme Reality, will be held at 
multiple locations across Europe, including the digital space, with 
the main event in Kragujevac, Serbia, from 22nd of July till 5th of 
August. (dates subject to changed with high possibility of delay)

This year all national teams are encouraged to organize local Reality 
gatherings. Local events will contribute  to exploring and deepening this 
year’s theme, and help keep EASA growing and going, no matter the 
situation that our community finds itself in.
Organising or participating in local events, whether it is a picnic or regional 
garheting, does not take away the possibility for you to be part of EASA 
Reality in Kragujevac. The more the merrier. 

We look forward to your workshop applications and meeting you in 
Kragujevac, but as well we strongly recommend you to contact your local 
community and NC’s as well. In reality EASA is more than an annual 
summer assembly.

...keepeasa 
growing and 
going

02 easareality2021

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOxFvfjlnno&ab_channel=GrimesGrimesOfficialArtistChannel
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As every EASA, this year’s EASA, will be different in its own way. While 
writing this publication, the things do not seem to be clear any sooner than 
the summer regarding the COVID pandemic. 

EASA 2020

Last year’s summer event “EASA Apathy” planned in Valga by EASA Estonia, 
took place as a residency program with a reduced number of participants (150). 
Additionally to this, over 25 national teams took initiative to organize local events 
with workshops, lectures etc. The scenario of this year which is still in a constant 
flux, is expected to be similar. 

A cyborg event

To ensure the legacy of the EASA, we came down to three basic lines of action:

A. Curating and organizing a local event in Kragujevac, respecting laws and 
regulations in relation to the size of gathering.

B. CO-Curating series of small scale, local national gatherings under the theme 
of Reality across Europe in collaboration with the national team that took initiative 
to create an EASA “hotspot”.

C. Promoting online events or workshops happening within the EASA framework

Parallel to that, we will be maintaining the official EASA website to ensure the 
real-time digitalisation of the event, connect individuals and share knowledge 
and the results of the assemblies transnationally as much as it is possible.

These threepaths are supposed to work interconnected in time and conceptually. 
The idea is to de-construct the elements of a main event and to reconstruct 
it virtually or physically, adding or subtracting new elements, where-ever it is 
possible and needed. 

02 easareality2021

photo: Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia, 1948-1980, MoMa, 2018-2019

https://www.easanetwork.org/easa-2020-ws
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ready to flatten the curve?
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02 easareality2021_themereality

The idea of bidding for EASA, first came up during INCM Continuity in Vitosha, 
Bulgaria. What first started as a teasing joke, it ended up being, well… a reality. 

The theme came as a reaction to a series of paradoxical discrepancies observed 
between architectural education, practice and thought, especially in comparison 
to the real needs of our constantly changing environments, in the face of 
hyperglobalisation and climate change. These discrepancies are having a direct 
or indirect impact on our environments. 

An idealised representation of architecture with perfectly articulated concepts, 
cultivated within our current learning environments simplifies the impact that our 
designs can have. There is no talk about the aftermaths of our design studios, 
there isn’t a feedback loop. Just a grade. On the other side, the majority of 
architecture practitioners are not the agents of a social change that architecture 
theory wanted them to be, but workers in this factory of value-production which 
is in constant need for growth and development. 

In the attempt to normalize these absurd inconsistences within the discipline, 
architects tend to commercialize the problem itself, seeing our crisises as an 
opportunity for more production. This feeds the art of greenwashing as well 
as a saturated media-driven culture that focuses more on the image than on 
the “real” and the process behind. Besides that, the technological development 
enabled us to create virtual spaces that feel “more real than the real”, leaving 
more space for snapshots of architectural experiences perfectly calibrated to 
our needs.

The discussion over what we are taught to do, what we are doing and what 
we should do is endless and shows that the complexity and contradictions of 
our current realities demand a new collective conciousness over our actions. 
Having this said, the main goal of EASA Reality is raising awareness and 
understanding of the current order of things, without the desire for quick and 
hasty solutions and conclusions - a reality check. 

How can the reality check become a method to provoke new ideas for the 
evolution of the architecture discipline and the community itself? Questions are 
more important than anwsers. Questions evolved from the extreme present 
that provoke speculation about the future. Warning: during this process of self-
reflection through the prism of realities, EASA experiment might evolve. In this 
blurred line between fact and fiction, EASA Reality may set itself comfortable on 
the negative mundane side of EASA, embracing its flaws. It can reject its context 
creating its fictional city. 
previous page: The Matrix, The Wachowski Brothers, 1999
photo: source

https://www.alo.rs/beograd/objavljeno-je-kada-ce-biti-zavrsena-zamena-kocki-na-kolovozu-oko-trga-repubike-foto/252493/vest
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02 easareality2021_themereality

no bugdet

abandonded buildings

 social apathy

archidaily pictures 

architecture of today

local context

the cloud  

cables

huge data centers

reality

easa reality

real

premises of the future

sustainable technologies

techno-optimism

silicone

city 

what we should be doing   school 

architecture theory 

EASA

architecture practice

serbian renaissance

reality tv set “imaginarium” 

culture of non-aesthetics

shadow

wall of the cave 

people outside of cave

renderings

drawings 

construction 

workshops 

portfolio 

“shop” work 

material culture 

society 

symbolic culture 

bookcover

book description 

content

symbolic

imaginary 

real 

trees on skyscappers

environmental crisis

architectural opportunism

professional wrestling 

kayfabe 
actors performing and act-
ing as wrestlers during and 
after the staged event 

granite 

public spaces

what we do classroom organisation 

concrete

democratic spaces of 
congregation and political 
participation

what we want to do  

economic system the 
school prepares you for 

...got more?

https://www.filminserbia.com/production_directory/pfi-studios-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPw2Y0yaL3g&ab_channel=BalkanNovosti
https://www.czkd.org/en/stance/the-new-school-1971-1973-and-a-village-school-for-the-philosophy-of-architecture/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p-lDYPR2P8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfMe0dsxk_Q&ab_channel=Wisecrack
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02 easareality2021_themereality

Let’s take an example from our everyday life. In Belgrade’s Republic square, 
granite was used to pave this new public space. The news and media represented 
the newly re-constructed square with granite as an important renovation which 
will enhance the quality of this space. The materials used wereclaimed to be 
high-quality lasting “forever”.  Less than two weeks later, heavy rains damaged 
the surface layer of the carriageways, prompting question whether it was granite 
at all. 5 days after the re-opening, “reconstruction of the reconstruction” began. 
Repairs showed cubes are not made of granite as stipulated by the invitation to 
tender and paid as such by the city, but concrete cubes with a thin silicone-glued 
rugged layer on top.
 
The silicon layer, trapped between the granite and the concrete represents the 
blurred line between a represented reality and the real. This allegory, can be 
interpretated and be applied in many aspects of our profession and of our lifes. 
This is not a provocation, but rather an invite to learn from this experience. 

Why it is important to search for inconsistences of our realities and glitches in the 
matrix? Should we establish a new kind of transparency among our actions? Or 
should we continue to inhabit our simulated worlds making speculative scenarios 
of what the real is? Can a space of unlimited possibilities teach us something 
about ourselves? How do we act in a situation when everything and nothing is 
at the same time possible? 

EASA Reality aims at creating this mental and physical space of  freedom,  
creative thinking, experimentation and imagination. Challenging the certainty 
of our worlds, we can re-create our collective knowlegde and find new ways 
to perform reality checks. 

photo: source

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_Square_(Belgrade)#cite_note-71
https://twitter.com/pkmnmad/status/479204472577884160
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EASA WORKSHOPS 

The largest part of EASA are the workshops. They define the dynamics of the 
whole event and provide an opportunity for young architects to experiment and 
test the boundaries of architecture. A good workshop inspires participants to 
question things, challenges their regular ways of thinking and behaving and 
encourages them to reason and act independently. (EASA Apathy, 2020) 

The theme becomes reality through the workshops. It is the physical 
representation of the aims (EASA Guide 2017). Different approaches to the 
same theme expand the understanding of a topic that we believe is important 
in this certain moment in time. This simultaneous research of a selected topic, 
builds our collective knowledge and consciousness. It eventually becomes a 
catalyst for a change by challenging our way of thinking and acting. This year’s 
theme is broad and can be interpreted in many ways. It is a placeholder or a 
green screen where you can project your ideas using a “reality check” as a lens.

“the theme 
b e c o m e s 
reality through 
w o r k s h o p s 
and lectures. it 
is the physical 
projection of 
the aims.”

02 easareality2021_workshops

photo: Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia, 1948-1980, MoMa, 2018-2019

https://issuu.com/easaweb/docs/the.easa.guide.incm2017
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“A good workshop takes 
people on an experiment 
and inspires participants
to question, challenges 
their regular paths of 
thinking or behaving and 
encourages them to think 
and act independently.”

EASA Apathy tutor pack, EASA Estonia, 2020
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Call for workshops

Potential tutors are invited to propose an idea, a workshop proposal or a bigger 
project with multiple workshops in its structure. This year we are proposing two 
basic categories of workshops: in situ and online. In situ workshops are planned 
for Kragujevac as well as for other EASA Reality local events across Europe. 
The subject of this booklet is predominantly focused on the workshops 
happening in Kragujevac.

1. Application task

The application form is a questionnaire through which you can propose a 
workshop for this year, in situ or online. Please elaborate on your answers in a 
way that is understandable and clear. 

Deadline for the workshop proposals is on the 15th of June at 23:59 (GMT+2). 

Click here for the application form!*
 
2. Selection process 

After gathering the workshop applications, a careful study of each one will be 
done. As organisers of the local event in Kragujevac, we are the ones that will 
choose the workshops happening in Kragujevac. Some of the criteria when 
going through the selection process will be: 

- level of understanding and connection with the theme “Reality”
- creativity and innovation of the workshop idea 
- level of connection between the concept and the context
- budget and overall distribution of resources set by the tutors 

Experience of the tutors is generally not a deciding criteria. However, since the 
main participants of the event are students of architecture, a basic knowledge of 
how to use the different tools available is important. 

3. Publishing the selected workshops

The selected workshops will be published through our facebook and instagram 
page as well as the official EASA website. 

4. Communication and collaboration after publishing 

After the publication of the selected workshops, tutors will be contacted in 
order to form potential collaborations between workshops or eventually bigger 
projects.

02 easareality2021_call for workshops

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)
* https://forms.gle/RoDmR7voJ7mDgeZ7A

https://forms.gle/RoDmR7voJ7mDgeZ7A
https://www.facebook.com/easasrbija/?ref=page_internal
https://www.instagram.com/easaserbia/?fbclid=IwAR2WOfYQL-Vsy0BoPekwZf5Mq1GTVr5dae5N5XhyU5hw_WsaxINQ1vOllH0
https://www.instagram.com/easaserbia/?fbclid=IwAR0QIHrheBro40FbBcRhDGA_cMpQFaQ5BdMjq2ujaA_XvNwzpr6cWDJ91FQ
https://www.easanetwork.org/
https://www.easanetwork.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyWozUKQHvo&ab_channel=QuoteNation
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In situ workshops are EASA workshops as we all know them.  Roughly speaking 
we can distinguish between constructional, design, theoretical, performative 
workshops and all possible combinations of those. But they can be whatever 
you want them to be, so don’t bother yourself much with above mentioned 
categorization and simply apply with something that makes sense to you and 
that you find relevant regarding the given context and theme.

There are many ways to approach the workshop conceptualization. Setting a 
clear vision and applying participatory and collaborative methods should be a 
good start! Is your workshop autonomous or  a part of a larger whole? Maybe it 
reveals its purpose only within a broader system. The end result of a workshop 
can be a performance, an exhibition, a research, a tool, an installation, a 
constructed physical space, a book, a song, an intervention, a thought process, 
an experience, etc. In addition to workshop conceptualization, it is always good 
to think in advance about necessary costs, sustainability, afterlife, assembly / 
reassembly process, purpose / necessity, feasibility etc.

02 easareality2021_in situ workshops

photo: EASA Serbia
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Important notice! If you are inspired to apply with a workshop, but you are not 
sure if you could travel and meet us at Kragujevac, we strongly advise you to 
contact your local team and NCs, as some kind of a gathering in your local 
community might already be in motion. They will certainly be more than happy to 
include you and your ideas.  And if nothing is planned yet, you might just be the 
push and strike of enthusiasm needed for something to happen. 

The Serbian team is not regulating and choosing workshops for local national 
gatherings (outside Kragujevac), so there is no need to send us applications for 
your local workshops. We can help you spread the word or share knowledge 
and experience with you if you feel like consulting. Also, we would love to know 
if something is happening and that you got inspired! :) And since we are in this 
unique situation, we could even try to do twin workshops in multiple locations! 
Find your partners in crime at the EASA Brainstorm Facebook group!

02 easareality2021_in situ workshops

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)

...you might just be 
the push and strike of 
enthusiasm needed 
for something to 
happen.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/160889864528935
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Online workshops

Online workshops are workshops that are feasible regardless of the place of 
an EASA event. They can vary from organising online talks to collecting data 
from different residencies. These are projects or workshops that can operate on 
different scales and have a big reach.

Online workshops will be very important during EASA 2021 as they will be 
(hopefully) connecting the dots between different residencies or, most importantly, 
create content for people that won’t be able to physically attend any of the 
events. Last but not least, organizing an online workshop is a great way to be 
useful to the community that is in transition.

You can apply for an online workshop through this application form.*
In theory, there is no deadline for organizing an online workshop. Despite that, 
we encourage you to follow the deadline of the in situ workshops which is 
15.06.2021.

02 easareality2021_onlineworkshops

photo: EASA Serbia
* https://forms.gle/RoDmR7voJ7mDgeZ7A

https://forms.gle/RoDmR7voJ7mDgeZ7A
http://www.odiseja.rs/tajne-lokalnog-skepticizma/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MQ9yG_QfDA&ab_channel=GoogleforEducation
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kragujevac
03
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Updates on COVID 

Preparation for the event in Kragujevac is definitely in motion, even if the state 
and city regulations regarding numbers and conditions of gathering are always 
changing. However, it is possible to enter Serbia with a negative RT-PCR or 
antigen test no older than 48 hours. We will definitely keep you updated on this 
and you can also follow the news regarding the entry conditions here. 

We are planning an event for roughly 150 people and the exact number will 
depend on actual gathering regulations. If the situation regarding the pandemic 
improves drastically in the near future and if our collected funds and capacities 
allow it, a larger number of participants could be possible.
Samewise, if regulations do not allow gathering in that number, the number of 
participants will be reduced or slots for smaller groups of people will be organized. 
If necessary, we will establish spatial scenarios to maintain the distance. We hope 
this will not be necessary if everyone present is negatively tested or vaccinated.

Negotiation with the city government is going very well, and we already have 
some sponsors on board with us. Hopefully alongside announcing the chosen 
workshops we will have a clearer picture regarding the numbers. 

03 kragujevac_localevent

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)
previous page: original: Alexandra Kononchenko, EASA Links, 2015

https://www.mfa.gov.rs/en/citizens/travel-serbia/covid-19-entry-requirements
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvqJ1mTkEuY
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Workshops in Kragujevac 

Everything mentioned about in situ workshops applies, but now we will say 
more about the event in Kragujevac. If you happen to be in Serbia, we strongly 
recommend you to visit the location. Images and texts can never be as good as 
an on-site experience. And as always, if you are able to cover part of materials 
or finances needed for your workshop by finding your own sponsorship, that is 
more than welcome.

Workshop course and duration

Workshops will last around 10-12 full workshop days, when you take off the days 
ment for arrival, workshop fair, free/excursion day. It is highly recommended for 
tutors to come to the event a few days earlier to check and prepare the materials, 
the workshop location and other practicalities. Participants are not supposed to 
be engaged in workshops more than 6-8 hours per day; there should be time left 
for rest, food and evening programs.
The duration of the workshop as well as the format should be expedient. Do you 
suggest a two-day, two-week or two-month workshop? Some projects require 
a longer time, and some shorter. Let the two weeks of EASA not be an obstacle 
to your idea.  We will do our best to help you realize your project even over a 
longer period of time.

Workshop methods 

Whether you decide to make a pen-and-paper workshop or structural workshop, 
keep in mind that you are creating a conceptual framework. This means that 
participants in your workshops will be interested in learning, exploring, and 
experimenting within this framework. Let them be! It is important to create 
the mental conditions in which participants and their ideas feel welcomed and 
supported. So, a good introduction to the subject of your workshop followed by 
discussion, brainstorming etc. are really important to create an intimacy among 
the participants. This is a learning experience for all of you, and information 
should be passing from everyone to everyone.

Workshop can suggest methods of work which will allow participants to 
engage, play and eventually evolve the proposed concept. It is up to you to 
decide how developed you want the level of elaboration of the workshop to 
be. All design approaches offer different levels of knowledge / skill sharing and 
creative exercises. However, we encourage engaging your participants in as 
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many processes as possible and highlighting everyone’s creative potential. 
Consequently, the knowledge, experience and values that we all carry from EASA 
and spread through our daily, academic and professional life are recognized as 
the most important product of workshops and EASA. 

Impact and afterlife

It is important to consider the impact that the workshop would have on 
participants, users / observers and context. How does it communicate? Does it 
talk, walk, provoke? In any case, workshops achieve their greater value by the 
effect they create in the emotional and mental space of the user.

Despite the mental impact, a workshop can leave an impact on the location. Our 
purpose is to ensure that its impact is positive and that we leave this place better 
than we found it. A workshop can be temporary or aim to leave a permanent 
entity behind. A workshop that aims to be permanent (in a physical sense), has to 
be especially well thought through in terms of durability of the materials, quality/
necessity of the design and building technologies, sustainability etc. Usually 
such interventions will require specific permissions from the local municipality. 
In any case, don’t forget to take the afterlife of the structure into consideration! 
What will the outcome of the workshop mean in a long term period? Who will 
take care of its physical outcome?

The ecological impact of your workshop is also very important. Circularity of 
materials between workshops is also a way to maximize their use of our materials 
and helps regulate our waste.We don’t want to leave a wasteland behind, so 
we would recommend thinking twice before specifying any kind of single-use 
plastic. Someone’s waste is anotherone’s treasure! If possible, try to incorporate 
used or natural materials, and to find ways to upcycle waste. Contact us, if you 
would like to work with a specific kind of used materials.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLy-AwdCOmI&ab_channel=Creepyblog
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EASA media

Traditionally, EASA has multiple recurring workshops, such as Umbrella (EASA 
Newspaper), EASA FM, EASA TV and EASA Archive. They have earned their 
place throughout the years and are passed on amongst more experienced 
community members - even though that is not a rule.
We expect the media workshops to produce quality content and be truly active 
throughout the assembly - documenting workshops, interviewing, collecting 
thoughts, essays and drawings. Now that we are dispersed all over Europe, 
media workshops are more important than ever, and new opportunities and 
collaboration possibilities are emerging.
*Media workshops carry the responsibility of spreading the word on events, 
happenings and thoughts, not only jokes and gossip.

Targeted location 

Our target location is quite specific - an abandoned industrial complex in the 
heart of the city. Most of the facilities on the territory of the Arsenal, although an 
important cultural heritage and under the protection of the state, are in a very 
poor and non-functional condition. Buildings of historical value have simply been 
left to rot over the past twenty years. According to the latest news, their partial 
renovation and adaptation to the cultural and educational purposes is planned 
in the near future (in Serbia ‘near future’ means maybe next year, maybe never). 

The very fact that the industrial complex is registered as a cultural asset, means 
that in direct interventions with buildings, we need to be careful and keep in mind 
this aspect of the existing architecture. Workshops are welcome to influence 
objects in the sense of supplementing them, to build on them, to apply various 
small interventions on them or to stay in them, but not necessarily to demolish 
them, remove them, or change their absolute identity.  Workshops that propose 
a very intensive / radical change of the existing architecture, provided that they 
are narrowly considered at all, will ultimately depend on the approval of the city 
authorities.

(All this would be understandable and implicit if these important buildings 
were maintained and if any attention was paid to them, however the beautiful 
cascading roofs fell to the ground and this whole situation exudes a good dose 
of irony.)

In order to not get lost in the scale of the big city, the targeted location (Duke’s  

Arsenal) represents the main location of our actions. However, in the immediate 
and wider area there are several other locations that we consider suitable for use 
or intervention. From the river cascades to other public grey zones, there are 
places that seek activation and care. You can find more descriptions and photo 
documentation of those in the section “location index” below. 

Climate

Kragujevac has a Central European climate, which means four proper seasons. 
Summers are warm and humid, and winters are cold with rain and snow, but the 
temperature doesn’t go much below zero. Spring and autumn are everything in 
between.

Tight schedule and communication

Due to well-known circumstances, all our deadlines shifted, leaving us with less 
time for general workshop preparation. This means that we should all be aware 
that after workshop selection there will be a bit more than a month until the start 
of the workshop execution (instead of 3-4 months!). Keep this in mind and do 
not hesitate to contact us, or our collaborators, while preparing a workshop 
proposal. It is not considered cheating or special treatment, we’re in all of this 
together, working towards a common goal.

Tutor fee and quotas

A participation fee will be asked from the selected tutors that would come to 
Kragujevac during the summer assembly. The tutor fee is set at 75 euros for 
every tutor, regardless of origin. It includes a space to lay down your mattress 
and your stuff, 3 meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner) per day for the whole duration 
of the event (15 days) as well as participation in other cultural happenings during 
the event.

Crowdfunding

All forms of support to the event are of great significance. If you happen to be in 
position to support us financially as well, or you know someone who might be 
interested to, you can do it trough our crowdfunding page.
Since the pandemic and overall uncertainty have started getting financial support 
has become more difficult. Any contribution can make a big difference to the 
event.
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previous page: original: Alexandra Kononchenko, RE:EASA, 2018

https://gogetfunding.com/easa-srbija/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e8GIu1c3CR8Nn7NokXPEkOojvQZHPh2B/view?usp=sharing
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Serbian Reality

Serbia as a former Yugoslavian country, a culturally and economically centralized 
state, has been left with material and immaterial residues of a promised utopia 
and disconnected elements spread across its fields.
While in transition, the Serbian community suffered a concussion, which resulted 
in a loss, or radical shifts of values it previously had. It found itself in an identity 
crisis and is failing to recognize architects as one of the problem solvers. Serbia 
became the country of absurdity and surreal situations. Absurd evolved in such 
a measure that it became a valid layer of everyday life. In this reverse of society, 
paradox is accepted. New rules and relations have been established. People 
are escaping the current reality by creating a new reality. One that protects them 
from external influences, providing imaginary security and by that making the 
latter reality more bearable.
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photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)

absurd evolved in 
such a measure that it 
became a valid layer 
of everyday life.

previous page: EASA Serbia
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The process of searching for an EASA home made us realize how the problem 
of a sick society in transition is multilayered, ubiquitous and immense, and that 
localities suffer and are threatened in very similar ways. We decided to take a 
look at the situation from another angle. Not from a point of view of problematics, 
but from a point of view of a positive example. We began to focus on the 
unfulfilled potential of locations. In a country where basic existence is threatened 
and cultural basics are shaken from the ground, we have decided to look up for 
the ‘silver lining’. This search brought us to Kragujevac ...the fourth largest city of 
Serbia, known for its industries, most of which are abandoned today.

Duke’s Arsenal - Main event location

The location that we were intrigued by the most is “Knezev Arsenal” (Duke’s 
Arsenal) – a large military-industrial complex built-in 1853. It is the oldest industrial 
complex in Serbia, located in the immediate center of Kragujevac. The industrial 
architecture, characteristic for the Duke’s Arsenal, was „taken over“ from 
Germany and France. It is characterised by red bricks, wooden doxas and stairs, 
cascading roofs under the tiles and high chimneys, which form a harmonious 
whole. It has been abandoned for quite some time now. The unfulfilled potential 
of Arsenal reflects itself through numerous attempts of local activists to put 
this object in the service of cultural development. For example, the dean and 
students of the Faculty of Philology and Arts have been trying for a while to 
get one of the buildings from the complex to use it as their faculty building so 
they could be able to take all their lectures and tests in one place. Activists of 
the city’s Cultural Center have also been showing interest in Arsenal. In recent 
years they created numerous unofficial pop-up events, alternative exhibitions, 
spontaneous vinyl records exchange. Arsenal is also where the music festival 
“Arsenal fest” takes place.

Sharing materials

In order to have a better overview of the location, we are sharing with you addi-
tional photos and an interactive google map from the location.At the link you 
will also find some brochures of our sponsors’ product that you can consult on 
while preparing a workshop proposal. Over time some new content might be 
added to the folder, so we advise you to revisit it from time to time.
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photo: Zoran Petrović - source

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1txENqdCHE-MvPy8MXJC4LJji5EQH5l8S?usp=sharing
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/1/edit?mid=18mEjatzqx7tbn2Oy-fNaqRZRXh_KOnV1&ll=44.018281598360865%2C20.907720249999997&z=15
https://www.pancevo.city/iz-davnina/zlatno-doba-kragujevca-1-knezev-arsenal/
https://www.skyscrapercity.com/threads/kragujevac-srb.1059795/page-14
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0. EASA Site
1. Lepenica river
2. Main market “Center”
3. Urban market (open space)
4. National Museum of Kragujevac

5. Main pedestrian street “Kralja Petra I”
6. Kragujevac City Assembly
7. Gallery “Mostovi Balkana”
8. Main bus station
9. Main train station (out of use)

10. Flower square
11. Shopping center “ Kragujevac Plaza”
12. Sokolana building
13. Big park - “Veliki Park”
14. Road to “Memorial Park Šumarice”

15. Fiat factory
16. Zastava factory
17. Abandoned hotel “
18. Abandoned hotel “Košutnjak”
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FJRcqU415fZhi9AwF4KMuNC-2Rchm9Hp/view?usp=sharing
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1. EASA accomodation - Vocational school
2. EASA Kitchen - Restaurant “Zastava’s garden”
3. Craft Zone - Plato of the mechanical workshop
4. Mechanical workshop building
5. Čaurnica - Former bullet making factory

6. The “Green building” - Energy building
7. Secondary Technical School “Radnik”
8. Plato of the Mechanical Workshop building
9. Sports hall
10. A basketball court without hoops

03 kragujevac_easasite

11. Old fountain
12. Museum “Old Gun Foundery”
13. Downtown concrete bridge
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EASA HOME - Vocational School in Kragujevac (VS)

If everything goes as planned the Vocational School will be our home during 
EASA Reality 202. The building has an entrance from Kosovska Street and an 
exit at a biiiig backyard which leads deeper into the targeted location. And in that 
backyard there is another school!

03 kragujevac_locationindex

Second Technical School - “Radnik” (currently out of function)

While the first one is clean and livable, the second one has been out of function 
for a few years now and as part of historical heritage is waiting for better days. 
But! We can use it as an indoor workshop and lecture space. It also contains a 
lot of interesting trash in the form of old textbooks, computers, school benches 
and other interesting things from the previous occupancy by technical school. 
Just no fire please. It is wooden.

photos: EASA Serbia

Here are some of the locations which we perceive as the EASA site, as 
well as other gems of Kragujevac. And here is a google-map with all the 
locations, that we will be updating everytime new information is confirmed.
This folder contains more photos and videos of locations, and will also be 
updated from time to time.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/1/edit?mid=18mEjatzqx7tbn2Oy-fNaqRZRXh_KOnV1&ll=44.018281598360865%2C20.907720249999997&z=15
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1txENqdCHE-MvPy8MXJC4LJji5EQH5l8S
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VS’s Backyard

Our living outer space. Good place to hang out, prepare your workshops or 
execute them. Even has a small half-broken outor gym. Here, workshops after-
maths will be left for school pupils to use.

Restaurant “Zastava’s garden”

This is where we want to have our breakfasts and dinners all together and to 
store our food. It was closed for the whole year, but in May it has opened once 
again.

photos: EASA Serbia
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Plato of the Mechanical Workshop building

The plato serves as a parking lot and is packed with car during most days of the 
week. In the summer, this is where the music festival “Arsenal fest” takes place. 
Very large and vast space! This might be a common ground where Easians will 
meet people from Kragujevac, and where main open air happenings can take 
place.

Mechanical Workshop building

The Mechanical Workshop building is a huge, abandoned space. It was the first 
place for which we wished to be the EASA Home, over the past two years, some 
aditional parts of the cascading roof burned down, an more and more beams 
colapsed, and it isn’t a very safe place to be anymore. Despite that it is still being 
used for paintball games, and it is still used as a shortcut by factory workers, 
and the access to it is open. This is also where local young people at some point 
made a very small skate park, but it has not prevailed. 

photos: EASA Serbia

https://mitarh.rs/index.php?p=project&project_id=158
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Energy building

It is marked as an object of no special significance, but within the ambient whole 
it represents an example of a small auxiliary facility for the accompanying needs 
of the industrial complex. This building could be an interesting workshop loca-
tion. It is semi-roofless, with a wild garden inside.

ČAURNICA - former bullet making factory

This place was used for making the capsule part of the bullets. It is also the place 
where the first lamp in Serbia was lit up. It is now a semi-abandoned one-floor 
building with graffiti inside. In recent years, there have been attempts to activate 
the building by transforming it to a gallery. It is generally well-preserved and safe 
for use. It does not have windows.

photos: EASA Serbia
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Old Gun Foudery Museum - “Muzej Topolivnica”

The only officially renovated building within the Knezev Arsenal complex. It will 
most probably be open for visits during the event.

photos: EASA Serbia

Old fountain

Cool place for hanging out. :^)

https://www.muzej-topolivnica.rs/home/
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Basketball court without  hoops

Cool place for hanging out No.2 :^)

photos: EASA Serbia

Downtown concrete brigde

This bridge is the main link connecting the industrial part of the city with the city-
center. It consists of a car lane and a pedestrian lane and offers a beautiful viewof 
the river Lepenica. It is old and it’s falling apart making it another grey zone in the 
urban fabric. This place can be used for temporary spatial interventions,as an 
attraction point to get to Knezev Arsenal or to just take a better look of the river.
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photos: EASA Serbia

Gallery “Mostovi Balkana”

We are in contact with the owner of this gallery and he is willing to collaborate
with us during the easa event. If you are interested in including an exhibition
during the summer or having a performance in a space with a full glass shop-
front,count on it. Alternatively, the space can be used as a potential workshop 
space.

Students’ square

The plato in front of the First gymnasium of Kragujevac is very popular among
students, an important public space where they can hang out after classes or 
in the evening. Still waiting for approval.

https://www.facebook.com/galerija.balkana
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River Lepenica

The biggest, yet not so big, river of Kragujevac. It is the natural border between
the city center and EASA location, and as with the rest of the chosen loca-
tions we believe in its unfulfilled potential. It is a dream of ours to see Easians 
sunbathing at its slopes.. and maybe some triggering interventions and perfor-
mances?

Green Market “Center” - Zelena pijaca “Centar”

The oldest market in Kragujevac, the Green market “Center” is located in a
building from 1929. The building itself is a replica from a french city market from
that period. It is currently under reconstruction. Around the market, there are a
lot of pop-up market stalls.

photos: EASA Serbia
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photo on the right: source
photo on the left: source

Main bus station - Kragujevac

Approximately 20 minutes from the main bus station to our site by foot.

Lake “Bubanj”

A specific heart shaped lake with a new walking trail that was created
around it recently, transforming it into a new urban spot. It has now become a
very inviting place for big investment projects around it. In the place of the 
lake, at first there were ponds, that starded merging and growing in size. This 
process continued and eventualy a small lake was created, to then just keep 
getting bigger and become what it is today. 

https://www.velikipark.com/vesti/udruzenje-ekomar-iz-kragujevca-trazi-zastitu-ekosistema-jezera-bubanj/
https://busticket4.me/autobuska-stanica/detalji/Kragujevac/MNE/1234
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1. Kragujevac got its name from the bird “Kraguj” which is a species of hawk. It 
is now extinct. :’)

2. The city was the first capital of the modern Serbian state. Today, it is the fourth 
largest city in Serbia with around 180,000 citizens. 

3. This is the place of the first ever highschool and liceum in Serbia, as well as 
the first court of Serbia (1820.), first theater (Knjažesko - srpski teatar, 1835), first 
newspapers (Novine srpske),first pharmacy.

4. In 1853, with the casting of the first cannon in the Kragujevac Topolivnica, 
industrial production in Serbia began - the start of serbian capitalism. Before 
WWII, Kragujevac became an industrial giant in Europe with 12,000 workers 
and more than 10,000 machines. It has been said that 1 out of 4 citizens of 
Kragujevac was working in the industry. 

5. Main city market is a replica of a french city market from that period. The main 
hippodrome is also designed looking up to Dresden’s hippodrome. 

6. A tragic event that has marked  Kragujevac’s history  is the case on October 
21, 1941, when about 7,000 Kragujevac citizens were shot in Šumarice, 
including a number of students and professors. Miloje Pavlovic, the director of 
the Men’s Gymnasium in Kragujevac, who on that day refused the offer of the 
executors to save his life,  stood in line with his students and died together with 
them. “Shoot, I am still holding class” were his last words, with which he went 
into oblivion. In memory of them, the “Great School Class” is held in Kragujevac 
every October 21. 

7. Like rain around Kragujevac - famous local idiom. This idiom has taken root 
in our speech because of statistics. Namely, the statistics say that in the sixties 
of the last century, every storm and rain has avoided Kragujevac for years, for 
reasons known to rain and storm only. So, if you don’t like rain, go to Kragujevac! 
Lets see how this idiom works with EASA’s statistics of having a heavy rain at 
least once during the assembly. 

8. Why could the citizens of Kragujevac identify which day it is by looking at 
the river? Before a filter was installed in the factories’ canalization, the near-by 
factory of FIAT was releasing color chemicals in the river from car painting , in 
different colors each day, coloring the river in blue, white and red tones. 
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9. The extreme radical regimes of Nazis and then of Communists have shed 
blood almost at every corner of the city. A lot of buildings also inside the Arsenal 
Complex were transformed into prisons and some as execution places. Some 
of the buildings transformed by the communist party in 1944 are the basement 
of the technical school (EASA accommodation) and the basement of restoran 
“Zastava”. So, instead of transforming prisons into schools as promised, the 
regimes did the opposites. 
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Together with the local team, local collaborators are local experts, who 
are here to help the tutors find a more locally specific approach to the 
proposal. Being in touch with them can enrich your proposal, the idea and 
the result of the workshops. They already helped us a lot. The main local 
collaborators from Kragujevac are:

1.       Center for Research and Sustainable Development of Architecture 
and Urbanism – URBANIUM

Center for Research and Sustainable Development of Architecture and Urban-
ism - URBANIUM is a professional, voluntary, non-governmental, non-partisan, 
non-profit association whose goal is engagement in the field of architecture and 
urbanism, environment and culture of urban life. Cozy group of five consists of 
architects who gathered around the idea of changing the architectural conditions 
in their city, the city of Kragujevac. Besides being spatio-social activists, they 
work as practicing architects and educators.
So far they’ve made the greatest impact with manifestation  “Days of Architec-
ture in Kragujevac” - a platform for discussion and reflection on architecture and 
urbanism as an integral part of the city’s culture. The event “Days of Architecture 
in Kragujevac” is an annual event that deals with the current topics in the field 
of architecture, urbanism, stage design, performing arts from Serbia and the 
region. 
They have a great amount of love and passion for their city and professions. Lots 
of research, as well the performances, have been done by them for the location 
of Duke’s Arsenal, and more is yet to come. 
Don’t be shy, you can contact them directly at their facebook page.
We guarantee they’ll be extremely cooperative, and as excited about the work-
shops as you are.

2.       FILUM - Faculty of Philology and Arts in Kragujevac

 Existence of a young force that decided not to flee to bigger academic centers 
was one of the most important points when choosing the location for EASA 
2021.
FILUM consists of three main departments: Department of Philology, Depart-
ment of Musical Arts, and Department of Applied and Fine Arts. 
We expect most of the local team to be formed by FILUM students.

local collaborators are 
local experts who are here 
to help tutors find a more 
locally specific approach 
to their proposal.

photo: Dragan Petrović - “Veseli svet” (Cheerful World)
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https://www.facebook.com/urbaniumkg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgt8Q6dhUo3ZmYdwMbIbH8T4t_1fHWr2/view?usp=sharing
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Faculty showed us a great deal of cooperation, so if you are interested in getting 
in touch with their students’ body, or professional staff, let us know. Their web-
site is mostly in serbian, but they are part of Erasmus+.. If you happen to fall in 
love with Kragujevac or some of their residents. 

An interesting fact about FILUM is that it is a university without a permanent 
building. Students attend lectures at many different locations across the city. For 
some time, FILUM representatives negotiated the renovation and use of parts of 
the Arsenal as a permanent university location. Unfortunately, these negotiations 
were suspended due to insufficient funds. But this is definitely an interesting 
story we should pay attention to! A school without a place... sounds like the 
beginning of an idea.

3. SKC - Student’s Cultural Center in Kragujevac

SKC is focused on cooperation and support for students and young creators, 
as well as creating conditions in which they would be able to express and realize 
their creative thoughts and ideas, and make their work visible and recognizable 
for a wider audience. Through them you can find out about many creative and 
young souls of Kragujevac. Maybe some of them are your future collaborators 
or participants.
The two galleries of the Student Cultural Center, the Contact Gallery and the 
SCC Gallery, are dedicated to the exhibition of works of already recognized and 
well-known authors of the contemporary artistic visual scene, as well as provid-
ing support to the young generations of authors in their positioning on the art 
scene, primarily through presenting the works of students. With the selection of 
works by the galleries’ art council, SCC art program consistently introduces the 
audience to various phenomena, movements and production of the contempo-
rary art scene.. and EASA aftermath.
You can check them out at their website and their instagram.

4. Secondary vocational school 

Our future home and part of the cultural and historical ensemble Milošev venac, 
the main locality of the event, and at the moment home of some of our future 
professional collaborators. Hopefully some of their  legal age students will join us 
at Reality adventure. Area of it’s educational work consist of: forestry and wood 
processing, mechanical engineering and metal processing, traffic communica-
tion, electrical engineering, and culture, art and public information. If everythings 

goes right, we might have access to their workshops, and we could think of 
ways to return the favour ;) 
Their outdoors space is ready for some benevolent interventions.If your work-
shop idea revolves around their property, contact us, we can make it beneficial 
for all the parties involved.
Their website is fully in Serbian, but we are here if you need any additional info*: 

*Quick note: communicating with us, or our collaborators, while preparing a 
workshop proposal isn’t considered cheating or as a special tretman. We are in 
all of this together working towards a common goal. Talk to us, or our collabora-
tors, or with the whole interested EASA community via EASA Brainstorm group.
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http://filum.kg.ac.rs/
http://filum.kg.ac.rs/
https://skckg.com/
https://www.instagram.com/skc_kragujevac/
https://www.politehnickakg.kg.edu.rs/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/160889864528935
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The Reality Introduction Period (RIP) was held from the 1st of January until 
the 12th of February. It was intended for researching and getting familiar 
with the theme of EASA 2021 - Reality.
In the beginning the event was intended to be residential, but because of the 
pandemic that was not possible. The main focus of the event was Reality Week-
end – an online event that took place from January 29th till January 31st.

(reality weekend) January 29th till January 31st

Reality weekend was a three day online (zoom) event intended for Easians and 
a broader interested audience. The goal of the event was to deepen the under-
standing of the theme Reality (in context of architecture and beyond) and set 
focus points in order to help us prepare for upcoming EASA event(s) and the 
workshop application. Event was attended by 50 people on average and con-
sisted of workshops, lectures and talks.

Day 1 - Introduction day
29th January, 18:00 - 22:00

Our organizing team presented the EASA Reality event in general, so everyone 
would get to understand basic EASA functioning and this year’s topic. Following, 
we talked about the progress and cross section of the event organisation, where 
we showcased the main formats of this year’s event (1.residency in kragujevac, 
2.residencies around Europe 3.online event). 
At the end of the presentation we talked about the structure of the ongoing RIP 
event and how we imagine Saturday and Sunday workshops. The presentation 
was followed by community talk and relaxed catching up (bar).

Day  2 - WS + Lecture + Talk day
30th January, 14:00 - 16:00 and 18:00 to 21:00

This day was divided into two parts. In the first part a workshop Layers took 
part during which we created a fruitful and lively discussion and scratched the 
surface of the voluminous topic of Reality. 

Using the utilization of the internet program miro.com (miro map) we created a 
working, digital paper on which participants could describe all segments of the 
topic of Reality that they considered crucial, stimulating further discussion. The 
final product is a working document that serves as a basis for the further con-
ceptualization and translation of the topic to the EASA event. 

04 rip-ort

The miro map is still accessible and open to contribute! Besides its practicality, 
its interface is kinda cool - you can be really creative with it. ;) Join here
In the second part of the day lectures and talks took place. We had fantastic 
guests, and you can still check out their lectures on youtube!

Iva Čukić,  “Reclaiming and commoning the city”

Iva is a spatio-social activist, architect and a founder of the Ministry of space 
collective from Serbia. In her lecture she took us through a series of actions 
undertaken by the Ministry of Space collective with the goal of reclaiming and 
commoning the city. Even though most examples are based on Serbian and Ex-
Yu theritories, Collective’s enthusiastic and humorous approach of reacting and 
not settling with seemingly grim realities is universal.

Francesco Degl’Innocenti, “An award-winning advice to win at awards”

“26. Do not enter award competitions. Just don’t. It’s not good for you.” — 
Bruce Mau
Architecture prizes, they must be good for someone, right: but for who?
Francesco Degl’Innocenti is an architectural researcher. At the exact moment 
we asked him, his interests were: marketing archetypes, surviving this shit, TT 
bikes, the 40% rule, architect characters in every movie in the history of movies, 
trust-less technologies, launching big the interactive documentary he co-direct-
ed, media architecture, sirloin recipes, surviving this shit (again).

Ana Džokić and Marc Neelen (STEALTH.unlimited), “From EASA to Reality 
- 25 years after”

Ana and Marc are EASA kids who met in the 90’s and co-organized Project X 
(Belgrade) in 1996. Since then they haven’t been quite intrigued with the “indus-
try” of producing urbanity and they’ve decided never to take an office job.
 
“We noticed we have some talent at provoking “simmering” spatial issues to get 
articulated. That is often in a situation where we shake up groups or commu-
nities, to get them imagining what their future horizon could be. It has brought 
us to make debates, workshops, spatial interventions, exhibitions etc. in quite 
some places.”
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGlr9Toh4Sg&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lW-jxo8=/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OE0YEI2tNso&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://ministarstvoprostora.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8A4hlPaO2Y&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://stealth.ultd.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v5s8p6QyJA&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v5s8p6QyJA&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://www.facebook.com/ana.dzokic/posts/10158729298798645
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Day  3 - WS + Lecture + Talk day
31th January, 14:00 - 16:00 and 18:00 to 21:00

Day three had the same structure as the previous day and the workshop some-
how naturally continued where it stopped the day before. The workshop Work-
shop was appointed towards creating several focus points - relevant realities 
among which we could and should act. Everyone was more times divided into 
smaller Zoom groups where focus points were discussed, which then shifted in 
a larger collective conversation. 

During the evening session we again had the most fantastic guests, this time 
from current EASA circles. By this we also wanted to encourage Easians to 
share their work and thoughts with the community (more often!:) 

Ella Prokolla, “The mental reality”  + workshop&discussions

Ella introduced the topic of importance of mental hygiene at universities and 
among architecture students/practitioners. It made us question many things, 
e.g. the famous no-sleep standard (that we are funnily so proud of), judgement 
of our work on a daily basis, stress levels vs. productivity? Through interactive 
discussions we all together presented our personal points of views, troubles and 
also solutions. 

Filip Pračić (Psychitecture), “Trans-human, all too trans-human“

Filip presented us his recent work, a “transhumanist thesis on the relationship 
between body, technology and environment”  based in the fields of philosophy 
and science. With various references from cyborg philosophy and sci-fi movies, 
Filip argues that the line between a man and a machine is already blurred or 
even does not exist and that by admitting this to ourselves we can redefine our 
relation with nature and technology. As  technology reaches a certain level of 
sophistication, we will all be subjects of the uncertainty of “Am I real”. A Very 
interesting point is not that we are some blade runner androids but that our sub-
jective experience is not very different from an android’s. All of the components 
(body and mind) that comprise us are in constant disintegration and reassemble. 
We are indeed on our “transhumanistic path of self transcendence”. 

Needles to say that every day ended with the most profound    b*a*r    t*a*l*k*s   
<3
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqvWUHA99tk&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndl1ReT-i9g&ab_channel=EASANCSrbija
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI569nw0YUQ&ab_channel=CherylLynnVEVOCherylLynnVEVOOfficialArtistChannel
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05 aboutreality

The purpose of the About Reality chapter is to inspire you to dig into the propo-
sed theme and by applying with a workshop, or in some other way, contribute to 
the EASA Reality event in Kragujevac and other residencies. It is a conversation 
starter on a topic which we find extremely significant and actual. 

Reality as a theme evolved mainly from the observed absurdities within our living 
environments. Despite that, the project “EASA Reality” does not invite you to 
strictly criticize the culture of “fakes” and the absurdities of our times, but to take 
a moment (or two) and reflect on the current state of things.
 
We invite you to grasp the theme Reality on levels you personally find important. 
What reality / part of reality / phenomenon / happening / order of things etc. you 
find relevant to tangle with, and what could be your and our way of doing it - 
should we question, observe, interfere, improve, ignore, oppose, adjust, explore, 
neglect, develop, multiply etc. this relevant occurrence? How do we choose to 
act? What is the position we hold? What is our relation towards this relevant 
occurrence, or what relation do we intend to create?
________

How did we get here in the first place?

We, as architects, are invited to construct realities - from conceptual sketches 
into the physical world. A space imagined and formed between our ears is trans-
lated into lines and eventually fulfilling its absolute materiality, with it becoming a 
model, a column, a roof, a landscape, a city or even transcending materiality by 
existing in cyberspace. As fascinating as it may seem, it is our pure imagination 
that created all of our current living environments in the first place. 

Going back even further to the beginnings of humanity, it is the same imagination 
that  enabled us to organize in larger numbers and eventually dominate planet 
Earth and every space known to us. Our ability to see and think in abstract ways 
has enabled us not merely to imagine things but to do so collectively. We are ge-
nerating and feeding daily an incredibly complex network of stories that dictate 
people on how to behave and act, forming our culture. Architecture continues 
to implement our common myths in its structure and represents a snapshot of 
a society. From the organisation plan of a classroom to a housing complex, we
can understand what a society values at the moment and what it wants to be 
in the future. As Mies Van Der Rohe put it, “architecture is the will of the epoch 
translated into space.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAh9oLs67Cw&t=269s&ab_channel=lasagnacat
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It is real if it is real to me!

Just like the allegory with the cave, a group of people living within a cave (their 
own ideology) all their life, seeing the shadow projected on the cave‘s wall wit-
hout ever seeing the sun itself (the ultimate truth) are entitled to perceive those 
mystical figures on the wall as their reality. 

An imagined collective reality is not necessarily a lie. Unlike lying, an imagined 
reality is something that everyone believes in, and as long as this communal 
belief persists, the imagined reality can have an impact in the world. So, on the 
one hand we can recognize the rivers, trees and honey badgers; and on the 
other hand the imagined reality of nations, corporations and football.  Today, we 
reached the point where the second, imagined reality has been so powerful that 
the existence of the first ones depends on the grace of those imagined entities.  
- Homo Sapiens, a brief history of humankind, Yuval Noah Harari, 2011
________

Reality check - New dark age?

How we understand and think about our place in the world, and our relation to 
one another and to machines, will ultimately decide if madness or peace is whe-
re our technologies will take us. The darkness I write of is not a literal darkness, 
nor does it represent an absence or occlusion of knowledge, as the popular idea 
of a dark age holds. It is not an expression of nihilism or hopelessness. Rather, 
it refers to both the nature and the opportunity of the present crisis: an apparent 
inability to see clearly what is in front of us, and to act meaningfully, with agency 
and justice, in the world – and, through acknowledging this bubble of darkness, 
to seek new ways of seeing by another light. ‘The future is dark, which is the best 
thing the future can be, I think.’ is Woolf’s extraordinary declaration, asserting that 
the unknown need not be turned into the known through false divination, or the 
projection of grim political or ideological narratives; it’s a celebration of darkness, 
willing – as that “I think” indicates – to be uncertain even about its own assertion. 
- New Dark Age, James Bridle, 2018
 
Think we must. Let us think in offices; in omnibuses; while we are standing in 
the crowd watching Coronations and Lord Mayor’s Shows; let us think as we 
pass the Cenotaph; and in Whitehall; in the gallery of the House of Commons; 
in the Law Courts; let us think at baptisms and marriages and funerals. Let us 
never cease from thinking – what is this ‘civilisation’ in which we find ourselves? 

What are these ceremonies and why should we take part in them? What are 
these professions and why should we make money out of them? Where in short 
is it leading us, the procession of the sons of educated men? -  Three Guineas, 
Virginia Woolf, 1938
________

We

continue to dominate and control nature, even if the climate crisis presents an 
existential threat to our supremacy over the planet. Causal loops assure that in 
our attempt to solve problems, we are creating new ones. We believe that we 
live in a real-world solving real-world problems, yet maybe we live in our own 
constructed illusion, perceiving human crisis as one more opportunity to prove 
ourselves heroes.  
Yet architecture, in its more theoretical dimensions, also does not seem up to the 
task of grappling with the severity of climate change. Having been long depoliti-
cized, and more closely allied to philosophy (from which it frequently gleans only 
purely formal ideas) than disciplines like sociology or anthropology, architects 
too often lack a real praxis: a connection to the real struggles of people seeking 
to exert more power over their own lives and places, and by extension, over the 
response to existing and future climate crises. - Make it Real: Architecture as 
Enactment, Sam Jacobs, 2014
________

Magical tools

When one has a hammer, goes the saying, everything looks like a nail. But this 
is to not think of the hammer. The hammer, properly conceived, has many uses. 
It may pull nails as well as drive them; it may forge iron, shape wood and stone, 
reveal fossils, and fix anchors for climbing ropes. It may pass sentence, call to 
order, or be thrown in a contest of athletic strength. Wielded by a god, it gene-
rates the weather. Thor’s hammer, Mjölnir, which created thunder and lightning 
when it was struck, also gave birth to hammer-shaped amulets intended to pro-
vide protection against the god’s wrath – or, through their resemblance to cros-
ses, against enforced conversion. Prehistoric hammers and axes, turned up by 
the ploughs of later generations, were called ‘thunderstones’ and were believed 
to have fallen from the sky during storms. These mysterious tools thus became 
magical objects: when their original purposes passed away, they were capable 

previous page: The world’s largest indoor beach in the German countryside
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of taking on new symbolic meaning. We must re-enchant our hammers – all 
our tools – so they are less like the carpenter’s, and more like Thor’s. More 
like thunderstones.  - New Dark Age, James Bridle, 2018
________

Tools misused
Example of North Macedonia

Out of various political reasons North Macedonian ruling party initiated the pro-
cess of antiquisation: the deliberate appropriation and even fabrication of a Ma-
cedonian history, through change of narrative and implementation of classical 
architecture symbols - huge areas of Skopje were bulldozed and rebuilt in a 
more classical Greek style. In short, Macedonian ruling party tried to reconstruct 
the country‘s identity on the basis of fake news. Fake news is not a product of 
the internet. Rather, it is the manipulation of new technologies for personal pur-
poses. It is the democratization of propaganda that made it possible for more 
actors to take the role of propagandists. 
________

Dictionary

According to Oxford’s dictionary “reality” is defined as : 
• the state of things as they actually exist, as opposed to an idealistic or no-

tional idea of them
• a thing that exists in fact, having previously only existed in one’s mind
• the quality of being lifelike
It seems that the word “reality” is by itself a contronym, with it being the thing 
and/or not,  depending on the context (perception). So in order to understand 
the type of a reality we are dealing with, we have to look at the bigger picture. 
Beyond an existing task, format or frame. 
________

krinō

Jacques Lacan makes a distinction between the real, the imaginary and the 
symbolic. We seek out (or avoid) the Real World; we have Imaginary Friends; we 
experience Symbolic Moments. The real marks the state of nature from which 

we have been forever separated by language. Only as little children we were 
close to this state of nature in which there is nothing but need. Similarly, a natural 
disaster (consequences of climate crisis?) or a severe disease (COVID pande-
mic?), according to Lacan, can bring us the closest to real and to our primary 
needs as humans. 
Michel Serres argued that the climate crisis forces our generation to go back 
to the etymological meaning of crisis, from the Greek word krinō, “to decide, to 
make a choice”. Climate crisis, as a very real current opponent, asks us to make 
that choice: to rely on antiquated strategies and suffer the consequences, or to 
design alternative environments and try to heal.
This has been proven by the sudden health crisis which initiated a complete 
change in the working dynamics of health workers, food-distributors, farmers 
(...) and is bringing them to the front defence line. In a similar manner, buildings 
that could be transformed easily into hospitals, proved to play an important role 
as their resilience and flexibility contributed to hospitalizing a big amount of in-
fected people. 
________

Theatres of war

Crisis‘ are always speculative and latent until declared and happening; and crisis 
response already shapes the world around us.  It ushers in far reaching legisla-
tion, it creates intergovernmental bodies and it alters our beliefs. Therefore, crisis 
response reflects the anxieties, urgencies and the cultural project of those with 
the power to act.
Crisis inevitably affects the way we live, move, build and occupy spaces. Crisis 
response amounts to a declaration of war on a condition. Often such wars have 
territorial organisation at their core and architecture as their ultimate product. As 
spatial practitioners, we therefore have a role to play: first in the spatial acknow-
ledgment of crisis, and secondly in the design of theatres of war.
________

Too cool for school

The gap between the real situation of nature and society as it changed and is still 
changing today, was continually growing in the last 50 years, establishing new 
bodies, a new relation to the world. In other words, a gap is created between a 
new reality and organizations/institutions created at a time when humanity lived 

previous page: Zacharie Gaudrillot-Roy

http://zachariegaudrillot-roy.com/
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very differently. This becomes very noticeable in the example of architectural 
education and practice. 
In terms of knowledge exchange and application, the incoherence between tho-
se proves to be immense. If we leave out some of the honorable exceptions, we 
can draw a clean line between
• Reality of the architecture universities (the ways of architecture our schools 

teach us about) 
• Reality of architecture practice (the architecture being performed)
In between, left blant, stays the architecture that responds to economical/politi-
cal/ecological demands of our ecosystems and its users.
Even if we acknowledge that in many cases the borders between mentioned 
fields are blurred (with EASA as an educational phenomenon being one of them) 
the consequences of those inconsistencies have a huge impact on the whole 
environment. The belief that every architecture project should be a result of a 
dynamic cohesion of different realities - the civil engineers‘, the teachers’, the 
builders’ and of course the end-users’ - is not represented in reality, mostly due 
to outdated institutions and complexity of today‘s demands.
________

Welcome to fabulous Las Vegas Nevada 

(...) But it is the highway signs, through their sculptural forms or pictorial silhou-
ettes, their particular positions in space, their inflected shapes, and their gra-
phic meanings, that identify and unify the megatexture (of highway). They make 
verbal and symbolic connections through space, communicating a complexity 
of meanings through hundreds of associations in a few seconds from far away. 
Symbol dominates space. Architecture is not enough. Because the spatial rela-
tionships are made by symbols more than by forms, architecture in this landsca-
pe becomes a symbol in space rather than form in space. Architecture defines 
very little: The big sign and the little building is the rule of Route 66. 
The sign is more important than the architecture. This is reflected in the owner’s 
budget. The sign at the front is a vulgar extravaganza, the building at the back, a 
modest necessity. The architecture is what is cheap. Sometimes the building is 
the sign: The duck store in the shape of a duck, called „The Long Island Duck-
ling,“ is a sculptural symbol and architectural shelter.” - Learning from Las Vegas, 
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, Steven Izenour, 1972
________

“If Paris IS France, Coney Island, between June and September, IS the World..“
Coney Island: The Technology of the Fantastic

ELECTRICITY

Similar adaptations follow at a constantly accelerating rate. The inordinate num-
ber of people assembling on the Inadequate acreage, ostensibly seeking con-
frontation with the reality of the elements (sun, wind, sand, water) demands the 
systematic conversion of nature into a technical service. Since the total surface 
area of the beach and the total length of surf line are finite, It follows with mat-
hematical certainty that the hundreds of thousands of visitors will not each find 
a place to spread out on the sand, let alone reach the water, within a single 
day. Toward 1890, the introduction of electricity makes it possible to create a 
second daytime. Bright lights are placed at regular Intervals along the surf line, 
so that now the sea can be enjoyed on a truly metropolitan shift-system, giving 
those unable to reach the water in the daytime a man-made, 12-hour extension. 
What is unique in Coney Island-and this syndrome of the Irresistible Synthetic 
prefigures later events in Manhattan - is that this false daytime is not regarded as 
second rate. Its very artificiality becomes an attraction: „Electric Bathing.“ 

CYLINDERS

Even the most intimate aspects of human nature are subjected to experiment. 
If life in the metropolis creates loneliness and alienation, Coney Island counter 
attacks with the Barrels of Love. Two horizontal cylinders- mounted in line - re-
volve slowly in opposite directions. At either end a small staircase leads up to an 
entrance. One feeds men into the machine, the other women. It is impossible 
to remain standing. Men and women fall on top of each other. The unrelenting 
rotation of the machine fabricates synthetic intimacy between people who would 
never otherwise have met. - Delirious New York: a retroactive manifesto for Man-
hattan, Rem Koolhaas, 1978
________

cloud

Unlike the Matrix and the strict division between the “desert of real” (Zion) and 
the virtual space of the simulation (The Matrix), the lands of physical and digital 
are fake opposites, just like the “man vs. nature” relationship. The cloud is not 
just a cloud, a virtual or ephemeral thing. It‘s a warehouse full of servers 
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housed lot of electricity and water, generates a lot of waste, even noise pollu-
tion and is connected to the rest of the world through incredibly costly, mostly 
underwater, cables. The cloud is the factory of the information age. Data center 
cooling themselves in Scandinavia or Iceland.  So, could it be that the reality is 
simultaneously technological and organic, physical and virtual at the same time? 
There are no different “me”s in the cybersphere and in real life, but rather an 
augmented self that is constituted from flesh and bones as much as from bytes 
and pixels. Donna Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto explains this notion of a cyborg 
self consisting of a physical body as well as our digital Profile, acting in constant 
dialogue. Architecture is a hybrid as well consisting of concrete and cables as 
well as ideologies and dwg files.
It‘s the key metaphor of the internet, ethereal and fluffy - but what is the cloud 
hiding?
________

data garden

The DNA-data storage is truly something promising. It proposes new materi-
ality that promotes unification between people, ecosystems and technology. 
Data stored in plants, cultivation of data and community led production of data 
through partnerships between humans, technology and plants. Data Garden
________

“Bollocks!”

„If it was really a problem for the planet“, claims Todorović about climate change, 
„experts and world leaders would all accept its solution“. 
Based on analysis and several years long research of articles published in Ser-
bian dailies Danas, Kurir, Blic and Politika, it has been established it is quite 
rarely written about climate change: 20 articles per year is the average of climate 
reporting in the daily press; Tabloids devote more space to climate change than 
the traditional press; Every twentieth article on climate denies human impact on 
global warming and affirms skepticism; The most common source of skepti-
cism are (ironically) members of the Belgrade School of Meteorology.
In other words, indigenous skeptical voices are not the only problem in media 
coverage of climate change. „My impression is that most people still see climate 
change as another story that scares us, or as something that may happen in the 
distant future,“ said Vladimir Đurđević, adding that climate change, in addition 

to affecting the living world, can result in far reaching, negative social changes, 
ranging from poverty and rising inequality to migration. 

It’s only the end of the world

On the (far away) other side, theoretiker Jem Bendell published a scientific paper 
called Deep Adaptation: A Map for Navigating Climate Tragedy (2018) where he 
claims (roughly paraphrasing) how the end is near and that there is not much we 
can do about it. 
„(...)That synthesis leads to a conclusion there will be a near-term collapse in so-
ciety with serious ramifications for the lives of readers. The paper reviews some 
of the reasons why collapse-denial may exist, in particular, in the professions of 
sustainability research and practice, therefore leading to these arguments having 
been absent from these fields until now.”
“Non-linear changes are of central importance to understanding climate change, 
as they suggest both that impacts will be far more rapid and severe than predic-
tions based on linear projections and that the changes no longer correlate with 
the rate of anthropogenic carbon emissions. In other words - ‘runaway climate 
change.’” 

(How many worlds do we simultaneously live in?)
________

Is it possible to lose contact with reality?

To float away from the material world towards something else? What happens 
when real bodies can be replaced by holograms? When real food is replaced 
with perfect synthetics? When real pleasure is replaced with pleasure, perfectly 
calibrated to your own tastes? ”What happens?“ Baudrillard writes „on the ot-
her side of truth?” Not in what would be false, but in what is more true than the 
truth, more real than the real. But what if we haven‘t noticed that the strange new 
world has already arrived? Isn‘t the act of writing already a kind of virtual reality? 
Don‘t pixels already trick us into thinking the image on the screen is real? Don’t 
artificial flavors already replace any authentic food of the earth with a conceit? 
Don‘t all of these things already merge in advertising? What is the combination 
of a text, a pixel and an artificial flavor if it‘s based on nothing?
________

previous page: Mila Zinkova

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000nc1n
https://growyourown.cloud/data-garden/
http://www.odiseja.rs/tajne-lokalnog-skepticizma/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yxg2_6_YLs&ab_channel=Then%26Now
https://sites.google.com/site/thebrockeninglory/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s86K-p089R8
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Human beings are like rivers

One of the commonest and most generally accepted delusions is that every 
man can be qualified in some particular way -- said to be kind, wicked, stupid, 
energetic, apathetic, and so on. People are not like that. We may say of a man 
that he is more often kind than cruel, more often wise than stupid, more often 
energetic than apathetic or vice versa; but it could never be true to say of one 
man that he is kind or wise, and of another that he is wicked or stupid. Yet we 
are always classifying mankind in this way. And it is wrong. Human beings are 
like rivers; the water is one and the same in all of them but every river is narrow 
in some places, flows swifter in others; here it is broad, there still, or clear, or 
cold, or muddy or warm. It is the same with men. Every man bears within him 
the germs of every human quality, and now manifests one, now another, and fre-
quently is quite unlike himself, while still remaining the same man. - Resurrection, 
Leo Tolstoy, 1899
________

Mirage

is an optical illusion caused by atmospheric conditions, especially the appearan-
ce of a sheet of water in a desert or on a hot road caused by the refraction of 
light from the sky by heated air. 1 2 3
________

Water and Dreams 
An Essay on the Imagination of Matter - Gaston Bachelard

The light of understanding that Bachelard offers is not that of blaring noon. It is 
like a refracted beam of early morning light seen through pure water, Bachelard 
gently urges us to take the lessons of water to heart, to see by means of water. 
Water calls for a seeing in depth and also a seeing beyond: „The lake or pool or 
stagnant water stops us near its bank. It says to our will: you shall go no further; 
you should go back to looking at distant things, at the beyond.
________

photo: Barrel of Love, Coney Island

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU2AvVDCyQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLtW2QCxlNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP6Jd7F_2OM
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Venturi R., Brown S. D., Izenour S. (1972), Learning from Las Vegas
Haraway Donna (1985), Cyborg Manifesto
Koolhaas Rem (1978), Delirious New York: a retroactive manifesto for Manhattan
Tolstoy Leo (1899), Resurrection

Movies 

Documentary movies

Flaherty J. Robert (1922), Nanook of the North
Vertov Dziga (1929), Man with a movie camera
Marker Chris (1983), Sans Soleil
Paravel Verena, Castaing-Taylor Lucien (2012), Leviathan
Oppenheimer Joshua (2012), The act of killing
Gillooly Jane (2013), Suitcase of love and shame
Rosi Gianfranco (2016), Fire at the sea
Turajlic Mila (2017), Other side of everything

Played movies

Luis Buñuel (1974), Phantom of Liberty
Wachowski Lana, Wachowski Lilly (1999),  Matrix
Kieślowski Krzysztof (1988), Dekalog
Lang Fritz (1927), Metropolis 
Oshii Mamoru (1995), Ghost in The Shell
Petrovic Aleksandar (1967),  I Even Met Happy Gypsies
Leos Carax (2012), Holy Motors
Dolan Xavier (2016), It’s only the end of the world
Antonioni Michelangelo (1960), L’Avventura
Jarmusch Jim (2013), Only Lovers Left Alive

Experimental film

Works of Siegfried Fruhauf

Play: Samuel Beckett (1958),  Krapp’s last tape

photo: Luna Park at night, Coney Island

https://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/mediatheory/keywords/symbolicrealimaginary/
https://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/symbolicrealimaginary.htm 
https://failedarchitecture.com/stop-seeing-climate-change-as-an-opportunity-for-architecture/
https://failedarchitecture.com/stop-seeing-climate-change-as-an-opportunity-for-architecture/  
https://failedarchitecture.com/bjarke-ingels-and-the-art-of-greenwashing/
https://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology/2011/02/24/digital-dualism-versus-augmented-reality/ 
https://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology/2011/02/24/digital-dualism-versus-augmented-reality/  
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/magazine/bruno-latour-post-truth-philosopher-science.amp.html
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/10/20/architects-suffering-originality-syndrome-says-winy-maas-mvrdv-copy-paste/
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/10/20/architects-suffering-originality-syndrome-says-winy-maas-mvrdv-copy-paste/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/beijing-fake-sunrise_n_4618536 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/beijing-fake-sunrise_n_4618536  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YBw-wKQxe1_omDNU6XOQMrdlYdeZ7nRE?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otpEwEVFKLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SipIKX-IraQ&ab_channel=YOURMEDITATIONMASTER
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IMPRESSUM

European Architecture Student Assembly - EASA Serbia

Contact us : easasrbija@gmail.com

Follow us on : EASA Serbia (Facebook page)    

 @easaserbia  (Instagram profile)

European Architecture Student Assembly - EASA

official website: EASA NETWORK 

Šejla Župljanin Elena Džinović Boban Živanović Ana VučetaLuka  Smišek Tamara NešićMarina Urošević

we are...
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Sustainable Development of 
Architecture and Urbanism 

URBANIUM

Faculty of Philology and Arts
University of Kragujevac

Faculty of Architecture 
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